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DrAInAGE ProBLEMS

In an ideal world, every golf 
course would love to tackle 
drainage problems when the 
ground is relatively dry, when 
access is easy and potential 
surface damage can be kept to 
a minimum. 

However, greenkeepers like 
groundsmen in other outdoor sport-
ing facilities are subject to limita-
tions brought on by the demands of 
the sport. The dry summer months 
are the busiest time for clubs. 
Events are scheduled, matches 
played and maintenance issues 
have to fit into the busy schedule. 
Coupled with this is the desire for 
most clubs to achieve and maintain 
the highest standards.

The worst drainage problems 
invariably don’t surface until it’s too 
wet to get onto the course without 
causing more problems than you’re 
attempting to solve. 

Last year seemed to be particu-
larly dogged by poor weather con-
ditions: the dreadful downpours 
that caused such turmoil during 
the Ryder Cup, the interminable 
wet weather in the late autumn 
followed by unremitting snow 
and icy conditions. But this isn’t 
a new phenomenon. Winters are 

invariably cold, wet and windy - just 
varying in degrees.

Contractors know all about poor 
working conditions, it comes with 
the territory. It’s how they approach 
the job that makes the difference 
to whether objectives are achieved, 
in spite of whatever nature throws 
at them.

So how do you get round the 
need to do the work but at a time 
which isn’t ideal? The first and the 
most important step is to select a 
reputable contractor preferably 
a member of the Land Drainage 
Contractors Association (www.
ldca.org) who understands fully the 
implications of working in less than 
ideal conditions. Another impor-
tant though rarely used resource 
is the reference. Get to know your 
contractor. Talk to others who have 
used them on previous projects. 
Get to know their strengths and 
weaknesses before taking them 
on to do a job which has a direct 
impact on the quality of play 
enjoyed by members of your club. 
Experience in dealing with similar 
situations can offer huge benefits 
to the greenkeeper managing the 
wide range of drainage issues that 
can arise and choosing the different 

industry and have set out a list 
of helpful pointers for the Course 
Manager to help them obtain the 
most from their contractor and 
ensure that whatever the installa-
tion and whenever it takes place, it 
will run as smoothly as possible.

“The role of the Course Manager 
is crucial to the successful comple-
tion of any drainage project,” said 
Nathan George, Contracts Man-
ager. 

“The relationship between all the 
parties is even more critical when 
the project is difficult. Patience 
and appreciation of all the factors 
coming into play from both parties 
can make all the difference to prog-
ress and a satisfactory outcome. So 
we recommend the following:

1. Provide details of existing 
drainage and services, outfalls etc. 
to the contractor before the project 
commences.

2. Be aware of relevant Health & 
Safety issues and regulations.

3. To minimise disruption to the 
course, installation should take 
place during spring, summer or 
autumn. If this isn’t possible, choose 
a contractor that is experienced in 
challenging environments.

4. Tendering – Encourage differ-
ent contractors to tender for the 
work, but check its like-for-like, 
particularly in difficult economic 

GI looks at two Home County golf clubs which 
have invested in tackling their drainage problems

Getting on top of your 
drainage problems

“The role of the Course Manager 
is crucial to the completion of 
any drainage project”
Nathan George, Contracts Manager

methods of solving them. It is also 
critical to understand the effects of 
drainage installation on the playing 
surface, particularly in adverse 
circumstances.

The relationship between club 
and contractor has to work on 
many different levels with com-
munication always being the key to 
success. It is vital that you choose a 

professional outfit which has a very 
positive attitude and understanding 
of Health and Safety obligations for 
instance. You need to be confident 
that any legal requirements are 
adhered to and all the necessary 
service searches for gas, water, 
electricity and existing drainage 
lines are in place before any work is 
undertaken.

MJ Abbott is an experienced and 
specialist contractors to the sports 

times when costs are not always 
transparent.

5. Make your contractor aware of 
your expectations and limitations

6. Communication is the key – 
open lines of communication to 
keep up-to-date with progress.

7. Approve all materials before 
use - check the quality.

8. Be realistic in your expecta-
tions and prepare club members 
for a small amount of disruption to 
your course

9. Keep your Greens Committee 
informed on progress with regular 
updates so they can keep members 
informed.

10. Keep in contact with your 
contractor - Good client/contractor 
relationships are built over time as 
contractors become accustomed to 
the site and staff. When the project 
is completed, maintain contact 
with your contractor and keep 
them informed of progress. They 
are there to support you moving 
forwards.”

Murray Long, Courses & Estates 
Manager at Sunningdale Golf Club, 
has had first hand experience of 
the difficulties of timing essential 
remedial drainage work. 

”We were aware that work needed 
doing well before the winter of 2008 
but it wasn’t possible to even con-
template interrupting the Members’ 

fixtures for the coming season,” 
explained Murray.

“Any drainage works would have 
to be scheduled for late summer 
early autumn and recovery would 
have to be swift so that the Senior 
Open Championship due to take 
place the following July would be 
played on a course at its peak. 
We just had to hope that weather 
conditions would be favourable. In 
the event, they couldn’t have been 
worse.

“There are many factors to con-
sider when choosing your contrac-
tor,” he continued. “We have always 
used several different contractors 
for a variety of work but what we 
looked for in this instance was a 
company that had the experience 
to give us the confidence that they 
were capable of the work. We had 
to acknowledge the significance 
of re-instatement and the need to 
avoid surface disruption. It meant 
the work would take longer and the 
contractor would have to dedicate 
their time and resources of labour 
and equipment over a prolonged 
period of time to ensure quality 
of finish rather than speed,” said 
Murray. 

“Traditionally we would always 
aim to do drainage schemes in 
the drier late summer months” 
explained Nathan. 

ABoVE: machines in action at 
Foxhills
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These days, the expectation of the 
modern golfer and the culture of the 
game demands “year round” golf 
along with the use of heavy bags laden 

with all the latest gadgets. 

It is unrealistic for most to expect 
zero damage and compaction from 
golfing traffic. The skill is to limit the 
amount of damage.

Trolley / Buggy Policy.
The majority of golfing traffic damage will 

be caused by trolleys, power trolleys and golf 

buggies. It is useful to have an agreed policy 

in place that gives the Course Manager the 

option of restricting the use of trolleys and 

buggies on the course. There are no hard 

and fast rules with implementing trolley 

bans, it is a balancing act of reducing traffic 

and subsequent wear/compaction against 

allowing and encouraging members and 

visitors to play the course in order to meet 

revenue targets.

Directing Traffic.
Inevitably, golfing traffic will need to be 

moved around the course to spread the 

wear, in the same way hole cups need to 

be changed and teeing boxes moved. This 

will include, signage, post and rope, hoops, 

t-strips and line-marker. All these methods 

can be used to direct traffic away from high 

wear areas. If post and rope is used, it is 

important to ensure there is a system of 

regularly moving its position and a strategy 

of moving post and rope forward in incre-

ments will ensure that the wear is spread. 

Signage will need to be clean, tidy, easy to 

read and prominently positioned. 

Paths.
Where “bottle-necks” and concentrated 

areas of wear cannot be avoided through 

directing traffic, paths may need to be 

installed. Construction and materials 

used will depend on budget, site, design 

and aesthetics. When installing paths, the 

position, shape and colour must always be 

sympathetic to and never compromise the 

overall aesthetics and design of the course. 

Grass Species.
A more recent trend has been to trial and 

use grass species that have been specifically 

bred to withstand high wear pressures. 

Perennial Ryegrass and more recently Rhi-

zomatous tall fescue and Tufted tall fescue all 

have very high wear tolerance capabilities. It 

is important to ensure that these species are 

compatible with the site they are intended as 

colour, leaf size and tolerances to heights of 

cut may vary dramatically to the indigenous 

species. In many cases, these grass species 

are being used to substitute paths to avoid 

compromising the design and the aesthetics 

of the course. It is important to note that 

these species often require higher levels of 

nutrient and irrigation.

Improved drainage.
The effects of concentrated areas of wear 

and compaction, especially in wet areas, 

can be greatly reduced through improved 

surface drainage. Drainage, regular aeration 

and soil exchange with compatible, sandy 

free draining materials will all help to direct 

water away from the surface and thus allevi-

ate compaction and wear issues.

Anti-erosion / 
compaction products.

There are many products on the market 

that have been designed to improve the 

grass plants resistance to heavy wear. Turf 

reinforcement mesh and rubber-matting, if 

properly installed, can provide compaction 

and erosion relief on areas such as path 

ends and steps, where traffic is at its most 

intense. Other innovative products include 

winter trolley wheels that are designed to 

limit damage by evenly distributing the load 

over a smaller surface contact area. It is 

important to always extensively trial any 

new products.

Course Design.
The psychology of a human being (this 

includes golfers!) is to take the shortest 

route, a straight line to the next destination. 

There will often be random movement from 

tee to green, as the golf ball dictates the 

players movements, but, from green to tee 

there maybe limited exit points to often only 

one destination. If exit points are restricted 

by hazards, traffic routes will be limited and 

wear further concentrated. Exit points can 

be greatly increased by removing some trees 

or repositioning a bunker. 

Communication.
The key to all the above is to ensure 

that there is always a healthy line of com-

munication to members and visitors of the 

golf course. Policies can be communicated 

through websites, notice boards, newslet-

ters and presentations to the members. 

Communicating to the golfing public along-

side sound, innovative and professional 

management practices should ensure that 

a balance is met between accessibility and 

commonsense. 

A Quick Guide to... George Pitts, 
Course Manager 

at Yelverton 
GC, offers some 

practical advice 

to preserving the 

over worked parts 

of the course

A Q
GC, offers some 
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properly installed, can provide compaction 

“But the problem at Sun-
ningdale had become acute and we 
were asked to install drainage in 
conditions which were extremely 
challenging. Work was required on 
the 2nd and 14th holes of the Old 
Course that involved the installa-
tion of 365 linear metres of primary 
drainage with 100mm perforated 
mainlines and 650 metres of 80mm 
perforated lateral drainage at eight 
metre spacings. We excavated 
trenches at 600-700mm depth, laid 
the pipe and backfilled to within 
150mm of the surface with 10-5mm 
gravel, and approved sand/soil mix 
rootzone.”

“This was then followed with 
secondary drainage, consisting of 
narrow bands of gravel banding 
installed perpendicular to the pri-
mary drainage. The 20mm wide x 
180mm depth bands of 6mm gravel 
are injected into the surface at 
400mm centres. They make a posi-
tive contact with the piped drainage 
gravel and are designed to speed up 
the drainage of surface water lying 
between the lateral pipework.”

In order to keep surface disrup-
tion to an absolute minimum, 
boards were deployed to displace 
the weight of each piece of equip-
ment when in operation. Three 
machines were working side by side 
at any given time; the trencher, the 

dumper for spoil removal, and the 
gravel cart. Individual boards had to 
be laid, removed then re-positioned

Foxhills Golf  Club and Resort in 
Surrey called in Speedcut to carry 
out drainage work on greens as 
part of continuing improvements to 
course conditions.

“A wet summer in 2009 brought 
drainage problems to a head on 
several badly-draining greens,” said 
Course Manager, David Wyborn.

Speedcut Contracts Manager 
Kevin Smith said: “We carried out 
sandslitting on two greens that 
October with our AFT Wizz Wheel, 
having done one in March, and 
the heavy rain during the summer 
showed the full extent of the prob-
lems.”

Previously, two laser-guided 
Mastenbroek 10/12Ds had been 
employed on six fairways at Fox-
hills, cutting trenches, removing 
spoil and laying pipeline.

“The torrential rain in July, 
up to two inches in a day on two 
occasions, would have been a real 
problem on the Longcross course 
but we fairways one, two and three 
sandbanded and they drained 
fantastically,” said David. 

“In 2009 we had the second wet-
test year on record, and certainly 
the wettest summer,” he recalled.

“Our drainage programme 

became increasingly pressing. 
During that summer we were hit 
by dreadful rain in July, which fol-
lowed a terrible winter.

“The rainfall in 2009 between the 
beginning of October and the end of 
February was a record 18 inches,” 
said David. 

Six of the fairways at Foxhills had 
suffered the previous winter and 
had to be closed for short periods, 
not only because of water not drain-
ing but because of slippery surfaces 
in some areas becoming a health 
and safety issue for players.

“We decided to drain three fair-
ways on the Longcross course and 
three on the Bernard Hunt course,” 
explained David.

“The soil conditions on the course 
vary between sand and heavy blue 
clay, but in general the soil is heavy 
and poor draining.”

The three greens that were sand-
slit are on the Longcross course.

 “They have always been prone to 
wetness but they now drain well,” 
said David.

“Foxhills has superb surround-
ings and is very challenging from a 
greenkeeping point of view. 

“To maintain the very high stan-
dards drainage work is essential. 
Club members are very under-
standing and know all the work and 
disruption is for their benefit.”

SPEEDCUt DEtAILS: 
www.speedcutcontractors.
co.uk or 01865 331479. 

TRENCHERS
AFT45 for compact
tractors from 20hp

With chain or slitting wheel, augers or
conveyor to quickly install drainage

systems, pipes or cables as and when
needed. Ideal for  sportsturf, agricultural,

domestic and industrial markets.

01787 311811
info@trenchers.co.uk • www.trenchers.co.uk
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Foxhills Course Manager 
David Wyborn

Bratch Lane • Dinton • Salisbury • Wiltshire SP3 5EB

Tel. 01722 716361 • Fax. 01722 716828
www.mjabbott.co.uk
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Primary systems

Sand slitting

Gravel banding
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